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Abstract:  Deforestation and climate change heavily impact the ecosystem of the Amazon rainforest 
threatening its resilience and the sustainability of many human activities. Land protection may prevent 
ecosystems and their services to deteriorate from the pressures of agricultural expansion, population 
growth and wood harvesting. In the Brazilian Amazon land protection occurs in several forms such as 
environmental conservation, setting biodiversity priority areas and the delineation of indigenous lands. 
Still, the effects are not clear as understanding of the ecosystems is incomplete and responses to 
human actions are highly uncertain. Bayesian Belief Networks (BBN) are models that probabilistically 
represent correlative and causal relationships among variables. BBNs have been successfully applied 
to natural resource management to address environmental management problems and to assess the 
impact of alternative management measures. By training the probabilistic relationships using field 
data, Remote Sensing data and GIS data the BBN can provide information on the ecosystems: the 
ecosystem integrity and their likely response to climate change or alternative management actions. 
An increasing number of studies train and apply BBNs with evidence originating from GIS data; a 
cumbersome and error prone soft-linking method requiring manual conversion of data files between 
the BBN and GIS software systems. This paper presents the full integration of a BBN software system 
within an existing GIS based Discussion Support System (DSS) illustrated by the case of the 
ecosystem integrity of the Brazilian amazon. The full integration speeds up the processing and 
thereby allows doing multiple runs within a short period of time such as a stakeholder workshop. Each 
consecutive run is based upon insights from a previous one. Furthermore, the DSS provides the 
management of different options, visualize spatial summaries and trade-offs between different impact 
indicators and see regional differences. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1 Uncertain causalities in assessing Ecosystem Integrity 
 
Ecosystem Integrity (EI) is used as a synonym for intactness, completeness and integration of 
ecosystems. Sustainable ecosystem management has healthy functioning of ecosystems  as goal by 
integrating human society with the natural environment with benefits for both (Constanza, 2012). The 
concept of EI is however heavily discussed and a huge amount of definitions are used. Jorgensen 
and Müller (2000) describe EI as a balanced, integrated adaptive community of organisms having a 
species composition, diversity, and functional organization comparable to that of a natural habitat of a 
region. Supporting and maintaining such an ecosystem requires indicators to assess its state, as a 
way to operationalize the concept of EI. Indicators used to assess EI are e.g. sun energy input 
(radiation balance, production of biomass) and export (respiration, transpiration), storage capacity of 
plants, biotic water flow (evapotranspiration), nutrient flows (mineralization) and biotic diversity 
(species number). Still, the causality of the relations between these indicators and the state of EI are 
not clear as understanding of the ecosystems is incomplete and responses to human actions are 
highly uncertain. 
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1.2 Bayesian Belief Networks and GIS  
 
Bayesian Belief Networks (BBN) are models that probabilistically represent correlative and causal 
relationships among variables. BBNs have been successfully applied to natural resource 
management to address environmental management problems and to assess the impact of 
alternative management measures. By training the probabilistic relationships using field data, Remote 
Sensing data and GIS data the BBN can provide information on the ecosystems: the ecosystem 
integrity and their likely response to climate change or alternative management actions. 
While BBN’s are used to study results from deliberative participatory questionnaires linked to GIS-
data (e.g. Gret-Regamy et.al., 2013)  and in preference elicitation methods with a very little amount of 
spatial entities (e.g. Haines-Young, 2011) few studies have fully integrated BBNs and GIS and 
explored the resulting benefits (Stelzenmuller et al., 2010). It is expected that tools integrating BBN 
and GIS are being developed both by academia and commercial entities (Ames and Anselmo, 2008). 
In this study we fully integrate a BBN with GIS, use it to map a large number of spatial entities and 
have multiple iterations based on results during a single group session using the Ecosystem Integrity 
for the Brazilian Amazon as case study. 
 
 
2. METHOD 
 
2.1 Model development 
 
Initially ecosystem integrity experts and Bayesian Belief modelers set up a conceptual map (Novak, 
1991) and converted it into a prototype ecosystem integrity BBN containing solely qualitatively 
variables.  
In order to spatially explicate the model, regional experts and GIS and Remote Sensing specialists 
were added to the team. During several workshops and tele-conferences the definition of the 
ecosystem integrity was iteratively adapted. Each adaptation built upon the results of a previous 
iteration by eliciting feedback from the experts. Present time quantitative indicators, like leaf area 
index (Watson, 1947) and vegetation cover (Amthor and Baldocchi, 2001), originating from Remote 
Sensing and qualitative GIS layers, such as land use and protected areas were included to improve 
the model to better fit the experts’ expectations.  
Under the assumption that human imposed measures drive pressures that impact the state of the 
Ecosystem Integrity, several scenarios (van Eupen et al., in prep.) were developed on which basis 
conservation zones with implicit management were developed and data-intensive models were run: 
The CLUE model (Veldkamp and Fresco, 1996; Verburg et al, 2010; vanEupen et al., 2014) for 
projecting land use changes. The scenario maps will be used to replace the current situation 
equivalents in the model and to determine the likely impacts of these scenarios on the ecosystem 
integrity.  
 
2.2 Technical framework 
 
The BBN modellers used the NETICA software

1
  for capturing expert knowledge including the 

uncertainty therein, training the network with known cases and determining the ecosystem integrity by 
inference. The spatial data was stored in raster GIS files with a resolution of 1.66 10-2 degrees2 per 
cell and with a total of 3600 rows x 2800 columns.  
QUICKScan is a discussion support software system that links spatial- and statistical data to 
knowledge rules (Verweij et.al., 2012). Typically knowledge rules define cause effect relations in the 
form of if..then..else rules and are formulated and applied during a participatory workshop. Knowledge 
rules capture expert knowledge, layman’s knowledge and preferences. QUICKScan shows regional 
differences and trade-offs, creates summary charts and allows drilling down from calculation results 
into the decision path.  
The QUICKScan software uses the OpenMI model-linking framework (Gijsbers et al, 2005; Knapen 
et.al., 2013) in which each model is wrapped with a generic interface to trigger the model to execute 
and exchange data with other models. Janssen et.al. (2009) distinguishes between: conceptual-, 
methodological- and technical model links. OpenMI is primarily a framework for technically linking 
models and has limited support for methodological integration by describing the metric, the time- and 
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the spatial dimensions of the exchanged data. In QUICKScan knowledge rules and GIS raster maps 
are wrapped with the generic OpenMI interface. 
By wrapping a Netica BBN with the same generic interface the BBN can be included in QUICKScan 
and linked to any other QUICKScan model components such as raster maps. A user interface assists 
in mapping input/output variables with metrics to respectively BBN nodes with states. 
 
2.3 Approach comparison 
 
When inferring the BBN using input maps from GIS/Remote Sensing each EI state is appointed a 
probability. In order to get a single EI map two alternative approaches  were followed: 

 Mapping the highest probable state  

 Map a random sample from the state probability distribution. This method maintains the 
overall probability distribution in the created EI map in comparison to the original BBN 
probability distribution (Stewart, 2011).  

 
 
3 RESULTS 
 
3.1 Software architecture and Graphical User Interface for BBN component 
 
The increasing size and complexity of software force the use of abstraction and to break the system 
down into separate elements of concern in which each element has its own functional responsibilities. 
Such a common abstraction of a system, or architecture, manifests early design decisions and 
software qualities like modularity and extensibility, through which the system can be analysed 
(Verweij et al., 2010). The QUICKScan software uses a common layered architecture in which the 
system is split up into a number of independent layers, in this case 3 layers: (1) presentation, the 
Graphical User Interface; (2)  program logic representing domain logic; and (3) persistency for storing 
session data (see Figure 1). 
 

 
Figure 1 – Three layered architecture: ‘Graphical User Interface’, ‘Business logic’ and ‘Persistency’ 
depicting the integration of GIS and Bayesian Belief Networks (BBN) via the standardized ‘model 

interface’.  
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The Graphical User Interface layer includes the presentation of maps which takes place via the map 
viewer interface, implemented for ESRI ArcGIS, but replaceable by other implementations. The 
Business logic layer contains the definition of  a model interface for describing and editing the model 
components, linking them together, triggering calculation and retrieving calculation results in a 
standardized way. The graphical editor for BBN’s is displayed in Figure 2.  
 

 
Figure 2 – Graphical User Interface wizard for linking a BBN in QUICKScan: (1) name the component 

‘Derive Ecosystem Integrity’, browse to the externally created BBN file and view it, indicate input 
(displayed in red) and output nodes (displayed in grey); (2) map metrics to nodes and states and; (3) 

indicate result map calculation method. 
 
3.2 Ecosystem Integrity metric, BBN and knowledge rule 
 
The experts decided to do an initial mapping of EI using a qualitative metric, from very poor (displayed 
as dark red), via acceptable to very rich (displayed as dark green). The different alternatives use the 
same metric to be able to do quantitative comparisons. 
Within the BBN the Ecosystem Integrity is based on four derived Remote Sensing products: biomass, 
evapotranspiration, the leaf area index and the gross primary product. The last one is used as proxy 
for vegetation cover. Figure 3 shows the classification of the numeric Remote Sensing products into 
categories as used within the BBN (see Figure 4). The probability tables of the BBN are filled by 
expert knowledge 
 

Node #States Description of states 
Biomass 5 Numeric: 0-1000. <150; 150-300; 300-450; 450-600; >600 

Evapotranspiration 6 Numeric: 0 – 1800 [mm/year]. <800; 800-1000; 1000-1200; 1200-1400; 
1400-1600; 1600-1800; >1800 

Leaf area index 4 Numeric: 0-100. <17; 17-32; 32-45; >45 

Vegetation cover  5 Numeric: 0-100 [%]. <20; 20-40; 40-60; 60-80; >80 

Land use 8 Primary forest, secondary forest, savannah, pasture, crop land, 
deforested, urban, water 

Protected areas 4 Environmental conservation units, indigenous lands, both env. Consrv. 
& indigenous 

Figure 3 – BBN nodes, states and GIS data classification  
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Figure 4 – Bayesian Belief Network defining the ecosystem integrity on biomass, evapotranspiration, 

leaf area index and vegetation cover (top 4 nodes) and on land use and protected areas (bottom 2 
nodes). The bottom nodes implicitly include management  

 
During BBN development the question arose how the EI result map by applying BBN’s would differ 
from using a mechanistic knowledge rule. It was decided to build such a knowledge rule by using the 
same experts and add it as alternative. The knowledge rule is based on evapotranspiration and 
vegetation cover which the experts discussed as being the two most important variables to define the 
ecosystem integrity. The experts discussed each unique combination and appointed an ecosystem 
integrity category to it (see Figure 5). 
 

 
Figure 5 – Knowledge rule defining ecosystem integrity based on evapotranspiration categories 

(displayed on the row headers) to vegetation cover categories (displayed on the column headers) 
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3.3 Ecosystem Integrity maps 
 
Three resulting Ecosystem Integrity maps based on the three alternative approaches (see Figure 6) 
were created. The areal distribution per EI category is quite similar in all approaches. Especially in the 
alternatives ‘sample from probability distribution’ and ‘knowledge rule’ the areal distribution is almost 
exactly the same. However, the spatial pattern is different. Where  ‘knowledge rule’ tends to cluster 
categories, ‘sample from probability distribution’ is shows a more scattered image. 
 

 BBN – Highest probability BBN – sample from 
probability distribution 

Knowledge rule 

 

   
Very poor  30 % 30 % 30 % 

Poor  37 % 34 % 33 % 

Acceptable 8 % 11 % 11 % 

Rich  9 % 12 % 12 % 

Very rich 16 % 12 % 13 % 

Figure 6 – Ecosystem integrity maps of each alternative with occupied area per ecosystem integrity 
category 

 
3.4 Data preparation and discussion support 
 
QUICKScan requires GIS data to use the same projection, spatial extent and spatial resolution. 
Harmonizing data was done using ESRI ArcGIS

2
 in a preparatory phase.  

The ability to do multiple iterations of modeling, calculation and result analyses via a variety of result 
visualizations triggered the exploration of different modeling approaches. However, when the group 
process took place at different locations via tele-conferencing software (i.e. Brazil and the 
Netherlands) the inter-activeness was hampered by technical causing us to revert into theoretical 
conceptual and methodological discussions. 
 
 
4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
 
4.1 Technical activities versus content discussions 
 
Without technical integration of BBN and GIS, data had to be manipulated manually by the following 
sequence: export various GIS data files, manual transformation of the export format into BBN 
acceptable format, manual import into BBN, run the BBN, export the BBN data, transform the data 
into GIS import format, import the data into GIS after which it could be displayed for interpretation. A 
time consuming and error prone process leaving less time for content discussions and with a risk of 
losing participant interest in the process. Still, data preparation –and especially scale harmonisation-  
is a time consuming activity. It is now excluded from the iterative modelling activity. 
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4.2 Interpretability of alternative Ecosystem Integrity maps 
 
The EI map from ‘BBN highest probability’ does not correctly represent the underlying probability 
distribution. The alternative ‘BBN sample from probability distribution’ does, but will create a different 
map every time the BBN is inferred to create the map due to its randomized nature of drawing a 
sample. This might be a problem when discussing the maps with (local) stakeholders and decision 
makers. The alternative ‘knowledge rule’ does not have these problems as it ignores probabilities. 
Although statistically the resulting EI distribution is almost identical to the second alternative, the 
spatial distribution of the EI categories is very different.  
 
4.3 BBN – GIS – OpenMI integration 
 
Wrapping a BBN within a standardized modelling framework makes all the functionalities of that 
framework available to the BBN. In this case the framework provides visualisations for maps, 
(regional) summary graphs, the notions of ‘alternative’ and ‘indicator’ to compare between alternatives 
with a set of comparison visualisations and connectivity with other framework models, like the 
described knowledge rules or other OpenMI models (e.g. Knapen et al., 2013). In general, going 
beyond a framework is expensive as maintenance can become time consuming. The framework 
advantages should therefor outweigh possible restrictions.  
Very recently Norsys made GeoNetica available which supports the use of raster GIS data similar to 
the approach described here. It does not have the aforementioned framework advantages. 
 
4.4 Looking ahead 
 
This paper describes intermediate results from working with BBN and GIS to define the current and 
the possible future EI in the Brazilian Amazon. Next steps are: 

 Training of the BBN relation between EI and drivers: land use and protection status to be able 
to infer likely EI changes from future land use and protection delineation; 

 Identifying method to visualize the EI together with its probabilities within a single map; 

 Include the same Remote Sensing products in the knowledge rule as in the BBN to improve 
spatial distribution of EI categories 

 On site workshop to gain insight from stakeholders and decision makers in dialog with 
experts. This might be a deliberative participatory approach, but possibly enhanced to include 
participatory modelling. 
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